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Abstract 15 
This paper numerically investigates the feasibility of using bogie acceleration measurements 16 
from a passing train to detect the presence of bridge scour. The Continuous Wavelet Transform 17 
is used to process the simulated acceleration measurements for a number of train passages over 18 
a scoured bridge, with scour represented as a local reduction in stiffness at a given pier. Average 19 
Wavelet coefficients are calculated for a batch of train runs passing over the same bridge. A 20 
scour indicator is developed as the difference in average coefficients between batches from the 21 
healthy bridge and when the bridge is damaged by scour. The method is assessed using a blind 22 
test, whereby one author simulated trains passing over a bridge in various states of health. The 23 
remaining authors were provided only with the train accelerations and had to predict the state 24 
of scour without any prior knowledge. This scour indicator performed quite well in the blind 25 
test for normal vehicle operating conditions. 26 
1. Introduction 27 
Scour is the term used to describe the excavation of soil from around foundations due to adverse 28 
hydraulic actions [1] and is a primary cause of bridge failure worldwide [2, 3]. Scour occurs in 29 
different forms: general scour occurs due to natural river bed evolution [4, 5]; contraction scour 30 
occurs due to increased water velocities at the location of bridge openings [6]; and local scour 31 
occurs due to the presence of obstacles such as bridge sub-structure elements obstructing the 32 
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flow [1]. These combined scour cases can have a deleterious effect on bridge performance [7] 33 
and can lead to sudden failure.  34 
In piled bridges, scour leads to an increase in the unsupported height of piles, which can cause 35 
failure due to pile buckling [8] and reduces the bridge lateral stiffness. For bridges comprised 36 
of simply-supported spans and founded on shallow foundations, scour can undermine the 37 
foundation, reducing the contact area between the foundation and the underlying soil. In 38 
addition to the reduction in effective stress at formation level due to the soil removal, the 39 
reduced contact area leads to increased stress on the remaining soil. Increased stress leads to 40 
increased strain, which ultimately leads to reduced foundation stiffness due to the nonlinear 41 
strain-dependency of soil stiffness [9]. For bridges comprised of continuous spans founded on 42 
shallow foundations, it should be noted that under scour, some stress redistribution will occur 43 
throughout the bridge, which will mitigate the stiffness reduction under scour.    44 
Recognising that scour ultimately leads to reductions in stiffness has encouraged researchers 45 
to apply vibration-based damage detection approaches to detect and monitor the presence of 46 
scour erosion [10-12]. Works to date have mainly focussed on methods that require the 47 
installation of vibration sensors on the bridge to monitor changes in modal properties 48 
(frequencies and mode shapes). Klinga and Alipour [13] numerically investigate the 49 
performance of various bridge elements (piles, abutments) under extreme scour, and conclude 50 
that the bridge’s frequency and lateral stiffness reduce under scour. Ju [14] investigates how 51 
the natural frequency of a bridge varies with scour, accounting for the effects of water-added 52 
mass, and concludes that the bridge frequency is lower in the presence of water than in its 53 
absence. Prendergast et al. [15, 16] numerically investigate the feasibility of detecting and 54 
locating scour damage using the lateral vibrations of a two-span integral bridge traversed by a 55 
vehicle. The influence of vehicle-bridge interaction parameters such as speed, mass, and axle 56 
stiffness are studied. They conclude that detecting scour using vibrations arising in the structure 57 
due to a passing vehicle is promising. Several authors have performed full-scale field testing 58 
to detect scour using vibration-based approaches. Foti and Sabia [17] carried out a study on a 59 
five-span bridge where one of the piers was adversely affected by scour. The pier was 60 
monitored to ascertain if it were possible to detect asymmetric dynamic behaviour due to 61 
uneven scour affecting the pier. Using the covariance of accelerations, they conclude that scour 62 
presence was detectable but quantifying its extent was not. Chen et al. [18] implement a 63 
vibration-based scour approach using ambient velocity measurements on a cable-stayed bridge. 64 
By combining the measurements with finite-element updating, they successfully quantify scour 65 
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at the pier. Xiong et al. [19] also apply a vibration-based approach to a cable-stayed bridge, 66 
and investigate the application of four dynamic indicators, namely frequency change ratio, 67 
modal assurance criterion, mode shape curvature, and flexibility-based deflection. They 68 
recommend the flexibility-based deflection approach as a sensitive and practical scour 69 
indicator.   70 
The above research into vibration-based scour monitoring methods may be predominantly 71 
classified as direct methods, as they use information from sensors physically installed on the 72 
bridge. Indirect monitoring, or ‘drive-by’ methods, use responses from sensors installed on a 73 
passing vehicle to infer information on the bridge condition. The vehicle is used to both excite 74 
and measure the bridge response. Drive-by approaches can be advantageous in that a moving 75 
sensor (vehicle) passes over every point along the length of the bridge as opposed to a fixed 76 
sensor, which is stationary. This leads to improved spatial information, which can be desirable 77 
for damage detection [20]. The application of drive-by approaches to scour has, to the best of 78 
the authors’ knowledge, not been considered previously. However, these approaches have been 79 
applied to detect other types of damage, and a brief review of these works is presented here. 80 
For a more extensive review, see Refs. [21-24].   81 
Generally, indirect approaches aim to extract dynamic properties of a bridge, such as 82 
frequencies or mode shapes. Changes in these parameters can then be used to infer the presence 83 
of structural damage. Extracting bridge frequencies from a vehicle response was first theorised 84 
by Yang et al. [25]. Subsequent experimental verifications to extract the bridge fundamental 85 
frequency from the vehicle response have been carried out by Lin and Yang [26], who suggest 86 
that a heavier vehicle can aid the extraction of the bridge frequency due to the increased 87 
amplitude of the bridge response. Multiple vehicle crossings also improve the approach. 88 
Oshima et al. [27] confirms the value of a heavier vehicle, and uses an excitation machine in 89 
addition to the vehicle in an effort to obtain a more consistent bridge response. Malekjafarian 90 
et al. [21] note the optimal conditions required for bridge frequency extraction. These include 91 
(i) low vehicle speeds (below 40 km/h), (ii) multiple vehicle crossings (at least three), and (iii) 92 
the use of a heavy vehicle and/or an exciter to increase bridge excitation. Other authors have 93 
shown that it is possible to extract bridge mode shapes from a vehicle response. Mode shape 94 
estimations are useful in that scour damage is often localised, and mode shapes are sensitive to 95 
local changes in the structure [28, 29].  96 
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Additionally, there are also drive-by methods that do not explicitly use the estimation of bridge 97 
dynamic properties as a means of monitoring its condition. OBrien et al. [30] propose a Moving 98 
Force Identification (MFI) algorithm to monitor highway infrastructure using vehicle 99 
accelerations. Road surface profile and global bridge stiffness are then obtained from the 100 
calculated vehicle-bridge interaction force. The approach is verified in an experimental 101 
investigation [31]. A significant drawback of the approach is that the dynamic properties of the 102 
vehicle (suspension stiffness, damping etc.) need to be known.    103 
Several authors have used wavelet transforms in drive-by applications. The wavelet transform 104 
allows for a time-frequency representation of a signal, which is useful for locating damage. 105 
While the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) also provides time-frequency information, 106 
wavelet analysis offers greatly improved resolution capabilities. This is because the window 107 
size in STFTs is fixed for all frequencies. Increasing the window size improves the frequency 108 
resolution, but at the expense of losing time information [32]. Wavelet analysis solves this by 109 
allowing for a variable window size, meaning that good time resolution can be obtained for 110 
long signals, and good frequency resolution can be obtained for high frequency signals [33]. 111 
McGetrick and Kim [34] use the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) with the Morlet 112 
wavelet to analyse the acceleration response of a vehicle crossing a bridge. A damage indicator 113 
based on the CWT coefficients is found to be capable of distinguishing between different levels 114 
of crack severity on a bridge. Hester and González [22] have numerically shown that bridge 115 
cracks can be detected using the CWT of vehicle accelerations with the Mexican Hat wavelet. 116 
Khorram et al. [35] numerically compare the results of applying the CWT to simulated 117 
measurements from a bridge, and then a crossing vehicle. It is found that the moving sensor 118 
approach (i.e. the vehicle response) is more effective than the fixed sensor approach (on the 119 
bridge) at detecting small cracks.   120 
In this work, a drive-by approach is postulated to detect scour using modelled accelerations 121 
measured on a train bogie. The CWT using the Complex Morlet wavelet is applied to the bogie 122 
accelerations generated for multiple train passages over a bridge and the moduli of the wavelet 123 
coefficients are then interpolated to vehicle position on the bridge (in lieu of time). This allows 124 
the moduli to be averaged over multiple vehicle crossings. A scour indicator is defined as the 125 
difference in the average moduli between batches of crossings from healthy and scoured 126 
bridges. Section 2 presents details of the numerical modelling of the train-bridge system used 127 
to demonstrate and test the approach. Section 3 introduces the wavelet-based scour detection 128 
approach. Section 4 presents the implementation of the approach and studies various vehicle-129 
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bridge interaction effects on the robustness of the method. Finally, Section 5 presents the 130 
assessment of the approach through a more detailed numerical case study and a blind test, 131 
where the team seeking to identify scour do not know the results in advance.  132 
2. Numerical Modelling 133 
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the finite-element numerical model used to introduce and test the 134 
approach in this paper (a more advanced model is used in Section 5 of the paper). The numerical 135 
modelling and post-processing was undertaken in the MATLAB programming environment. 136 
137 
Fig. 1: Schematic of complete system 138 
The model in Fig.1 primarily consists of two dynamic sub-systems, namely the vehicle and the 139 
bridge, which interact. The bridge model comprises multiple spans with pinned connections 140 
over the piers. Each pier is assumed to be founded on a shallow pad foundation with underlying 141 
soil stiffness. The bridge surface contains a rail profile to simulate surface unevenness. The 142 
train model is a simplified two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) model of half a train carriage. A 143 
mass representing a train wheel is assumed to remain in contact with the rail profile on which 144 
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it is travelling. In modelling terms, it is assumed to be part of the bridge system and its vertical 145 
position, w, is simply the sum of the profile plus the bridge deflection directly underneath it.  146 
2.1 Train model 147 
The train model consists of a 2-DOF quarter-car model, deemed to represent one bogie and 148 
half of the body mass of the train carriage. From Fig. 1, the bogie mass, half the carriage mass, 149 
the primary suspension stiffness and damping, and secondary suspension stiffness and 150 
damping, are represented by mb, mc, kp, cp, ks and cs respectively. The mass of the train wheels 151 
for half a train carriage are represented by mw. By maintaining constant contact between wheel 152 
and profile, the vertical position of the wheel at any moment in time may be described by: 153 
 w r b    (1) 154 
where r represents the rail profile between the wheel and the bridge and b is the vertical 155 
deflection of the bridge underneath. The dynamic system may be represented by Eq. (2). 156 
           A A A AM y C y K y f     (2) 157 
where MA, CA, KA are the vehicle mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively and y is a 158 
vector of vehicle displacements: 159 
   c
b
y
y
y
 
  
 
  (3) 160 
where yc and yb denote the displacements of the body and bogie degree of freedoms 161 
respectively. fA is an external force vector as shown in Eq. (4):  162 
  
0
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f
k w c w
 
  
 
  (4) 163 
where ẇ denotes the first derivative of w with respect to time. The parameters of the quarter-164 
car model in this study are listed in Table 1. They are based on a paper by OBrien et al. [36], 165 
who calibrate a full train carriage model using acceleration responses from an in-service train. 166 
 167 
 168 
 169 
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Table 1: Vehicle parameters used in study 170 
Property  Symbol Unit Value 
Carriage mass mc kg 18.4 × 10
3 
Bogie mass mb kg 3.9 × 10
3 
Wheel mass mw kg 2.8 × 10
3 
Primary suspension stiffness kp kN/m 5.6 × 10
3 
Secondary suspension 
stiffness ks kN/m 1 × 10
3 
Primary suspension damping cp kN s/m 58.8 
Secondary suspension 
damping cs kN s/m 60 
 171 
2.2 Bridge model and coupled train-bridge interaction 172 
The bridge consists of eight 20 m spans, each modelled as a simply supported Euler-Bernoulli 173 
beam [28], with depth and second moment of area of 1 m and 0.33 m4 respectively. The second 174 
moment of area is calculated assuming a 4 m wide single-track railway bridge with a 175 
rectangular cross-section. Each beam has modulus of elasticity and mass per unit length of 176 
35×106 kN m-2 and 9.6×103 kg m-1 respectively. Each Euler-Bernoulli beam is modelled using 177 
twenty 1 m long elements. The beam connections are modelled as nodal (internal) hinges and 178 
the bridge external boundaries are assumed to be on undeformable abutments with pinned and 179 
roller supports. The bridge contains seven piers, each is modelled with a single DOF in the 180 
vertical direction. The mass (mpier) and stiffness (kpier) of each pier is 42 tonnes and 181 
12.5×106 kN/m, respectively. These values are calculated by assuming a pier 7 m high (in y-182 
direction), 1 m long (in x-direction) and 2.5 m wide (into the page) with modulus of elasticity 183 
and density of 35×106 kN m-2 and 2400 kg m-3 respectively. Underneath each pier is a spring, 184 
kf, representing the vertical stiffness provided by a shallow pad foundation 4 m long (into the 185 
page) and 2 m wide (x-direction). By assuming that the bridge is founded on a rigid footing 186 
overlying a soil profile corresponding to medium dense sand with Young’s modulus, 187 
E=100MPa [37] the spring stiffness, kf, is found to be 344×10
3 kN/m, using the approach in 188 
[38].  189 
The bridge dynamic response is modelled using Eq. (5). 190 
            B B B bM u C u K u L f     (5) 191 
where MB, CB and KB are the system mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively, and u, 192 
u̇ and ü are the displacement, velocity and acceleration respectively. Damping is incorporated 193 
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in the bridge system using a Rayleigh damping approach and 3% damping is assumed [29]. 194 
The mass of the train wheels are coupled with the bridge system so the mass matrix, MB, is 195 
time-varying as the vehicle moves across the bridge. The vector fB contains the interaction 196 
forces applied to the bridge by the vehicle, and is time-varying. These forces are distributed to 197 
the relevant degrees of freedom using a location matrix L, which takes into account the position 198 
of the vehicle at each time-step. Both the vehicle and the bridge influence one another (i.e. they 199 
are coupled), and the coupled system may be represented by: 200 
  , ,
, ,
0
0
A A B A A BA
g
B A B B A BB
C C K KM y y y
F
C C K KM u u u
          
           
          
  (6) 201 
where Fg represents the coupled system force vector. The profile present on the bridge is shown 202 
in Fig. 2. It is an FRA Class 4 rail profile that is randomly generated using Power Spectral 203 
Density functions [39]. Entry and exit distances are assumed as 50 m both before and after the 204 
bridge, making the total length of profile 260 m. The entry/approach length is used to negate 205 
transient vehicle effects when the vehicle arrives on the bridge. The exit length is simply used 206 
to ensure that there is enough signal to remove any edge effects when applying the wavelet 207 
method later. 208 
 209 
Fig. 2: Rail profile 210 
 211 
2.3 Scour modelling  212 
Scour is modelled in this paper as a reduction in vertical foundation stiffness kf  (Fig. 1). Due 213 
to the potential for scour to undermine shallow foundations, reducing the contact area between 214 
the foundation and underlying soil, coupled with the strain-dependence of soil stiffness, a 215 
reduced soil-foundation contact area can result in relatively large reductions in stiffness. In this 216 
paper, a maximum (extreme) stiffness loss of 30% is assumed, which corresponds to scour 217 
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undermining the foundation and reducing the soil-foundation contact area from 8m2 to 218 
approximately 5m2, with a corresponding reduction in soil shear modulus of 10% [40]. The 219 
global mode shapes of the bridge can be extracted by solving the Eigenproblem [29]. Table 2 220 
shows the first ten frequencies of the bridge system. Fig. 3 shows the change in the first global 221 
mode shape of the bridge as a result of reducing the value of kf  at the 60 m position by 30%. It 222 
is clear that there is a significant change in the mode shape as a result, and this change should 223 
also affect the vehicle response. By examining Eqs. (2-4), it can be deduced that the vehicle 224 
model is excited with a term containing the deflection of the bridge.  225 
 226 
Fig. 3: Change in first mode shape of bridge due to scour at 60 m point 227 
Table 2: Bridge modal frequencies 228 
Mode 
Number Frequency  
Mode 
Number Frequency 
1 3.69 Hz  6 4.20 Hz 
2 3.74 Hz  7 4.29 Hz 
3 3.83 Hz  8 4.33 Hz 
4 3.94 Hz  9 8.64 Hz 
5 4.07 Hz  10 8.96 Hz 
 229 
 230 
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2.4 Addition of noise to bogie accelerations  231 
The acceleration signals generated in the numerical model are clean, in the sense that they do 232 
not contain any random variations that real accelerometer readings would. Sensor noise is the 233 
presence of random oscillations in accelerometer readings, and these determine the minimum 234 
resolution of a sensor. To make the readings more realistic in this paper, random noise is added 235 
to the acceleration signals using Eq. (7): 236 
      calc p noisea a E N  σ   (7) 237 
where a is the polluted acceleration signal, Ep is the level of noise, Nnoise is a normally 238 
distributed vector with a unit standard deviation, acalc is the clean acceleration signal outputted 239 
from the vehicle-bridge interaction model and σ is its standard deviation. The level of noise in 240 
accelerometer readings is a function of the type of quality of the sensors, and the technology 241 
used to record the data. Noise level is arbitrarily chosen to be 5% for this study, which is 242 
consistent with values used in the literature [41-45]. It should be noted that there are other 243 
sources of noise in vehicle-based accelerometer readings, which manifest as frequencies in 244 
response spectra resulting from variations in vehicle behaviour such as speed. By varying the 245 
mass and speed of vehicles used in this study, these influences are also incorporated. It is 246 
recommended that experimental verification be carried out to ascertain the magnitude of noise 247 
expected from sensors placed on train bogies.  248 
3. Scour Detection Technique 249 
3.1 Wavelet choice 250 
The damage indicator proposed in this paper is based on the Continuous Wavelet Transform 251 
(CWT), explained in detail in [45]. The Morlet Wavelet, adopted in previous SHM applications 252 
[46], is used in the current study. The Morlet Wavelet can be defined as in Eq. (8) 253 
  
22 /1 c bj F x x F
b
x e
F
 πψ
π
  (8) 254 
where Fb is known as the bandwidth parameter, which is defined as the variance of the Fourier 255 
transform of the wavelet, and Fc is the centre frequency of the wavelet [47]. The Morlet is a 256 
Complex valued wavelet but often only a Real valued Morlet wavelet is used in SHM 257 
applications. A Real Morlet wavelet may be obtained by simply using the Real part of the 258 
Morlet wavelet defined in Eq. (8). By selecting appropriate values of Fb and Fc in Eq. (8), a 259 
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Morlet wavelet can be created. In this study, a Morlet wavelet with values of Fb and Fc equal 260 
to 1 and 1.5 respectively is used [47].  261 
While Real wavelets are commonly adopted for SHM applications [48], a wavelet comprising 262 
of only a Real part (i.e. non-Complex valued) is not suitable for the application in this paper. 263 
Acceleration signals are being used to detect scour, which have both amplitude and phase. As 264 
a result, applying the CWT to an acceleration signal will result in coefficients that oscillate 265 
between positive and negative values. This is due to the fact that the analysing wavelets are 266 
changing from between being in phase and out of phase with the portion of the signal being 267 
analysed in the CWT process. 268 
 269 
Fig. 4: Real Morlet coefficients vs Complex Morlet coefficients (moduli) for scale corresponding to an 270 
arbitrarily chosen equivalent frequency of 4.8 Hz. 271 
Fig. 4 shows an example of the coefficients obtained using a Real Morlet wavelet and the 272 
Complex one for bogie accelerations due to a vehicle crossing at 80 km/h. An arbitrarily chosen 273 
scale is depicted in the figure, and the coefficients are plotted against vehicle position on the 274 
bridge. The acceleration signal to which the CWT is applied is a healthy (unscoured) 275 
acceleration signal – see Fig. 5. In this work, the phase issue incurred by applying the CWT to 276 
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the acceleration signal is addressed by using the Complex Morlet wavelet and taking the moduli 277 
of the coefficients (Fig. 5).  278 
 279 
3.2 Scour detection using wavelet coefficient differences 280 
In this section, wavelet coefficient differences are proposed to detect scour. The quarter-car 281 
(train model) with properties described in Table 1, is simulated crossing the bridge at 80 km/h 282 
for healthy and scoured cases. In this example, scour is represented as a loss in stiffness, kf, of 283 
30% at the 60 m point on the bridge. Fig. 5 shows the acceleration of the bogie DOF for the 284 
pre-scour and post-scour cases. The acceleration is plotted against vehicle position on the 285 
bridge (instead of time). It can be seen that there are differences between the signals before and 286 
after the scoured location (60 m point), and the biggest differences are seen around the location 287 
of the scoured pier. 288 
 289 
Fig. 5: Effect of scour on bogie acceleration 290 
Simply applying the CWT to the acceleration signal for the scoured case, there are no obvious 291 
peculiarities in the coefficients. This is unsurprising as the differences in the accelerations 292 
shown in Fig. 5 are small relative to the signal amplitude. However, by first applying the CWT 293 
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to the healthy signal, and then to the scoured signal, it is possible to detect scour by subtracting 294 
the healthy and scoured coefficients.  295 
 296 
Fig. 6 Absolute value of differences between healthy and scoured wavelet coefficients (i.e. modulus of 297 
coefficients) minus scoured acceleration coefficients using Complex Morlet wavelet 298 
Fig. 6 shows the results of subtracting the moduli of the coefficients of the signals shown in 299 
Fig. 5 and taking the absolute values of the differences. There are two frequency regions, which 300 
have large values (shown as tending towards yellow in the colour plot). The first region is in 301 
the range of 3-4 Hz in Fig. 6, and the second region is in the range of 6-8 Hz. The region 302 
between 3-4 Hz relates to the change in the modes of vibration of the bridge model due to 303 
scour. Table 2 shows the frequencies of the first 10 modes of the healthy bridge system. The 304 
first mode shape of the system is shown in Fig. 3. It has a frequency of 3.69 Hz (for the healthy 305 
case) and it reduces significantly to 3.61 Hz due to the presence of scour at one pier. The second 306 
region in Fig. 6 (between 6-8 Hz) relates to the change in excitation of the bogie (which has a 307 
frequency of 6.55 Hz) due to the influence of the changed ‘apparent profile’ as a result of scour. 308 
The apparent profile is the excitation experienced by the vehicle and is simply the sum of the 309 
profile (between bridge and rail) plus the bridge deflection beneath the vehicle [49]. This 310 
change may also be understood by examination of Eqs. (2-4). It should be noted that within the 311 
bridge frequency range, a bright spot is observed to extend from the 60m point to the 80m 312 
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point. The reason for this is the difference in excitation provided to the vehicle by the scoured 313 
structure relative to the unscoured structure. The scoured structure has a lower stiffness at the 314 
60m point, which subsequently alters the excitation provided to the vehicle by the bridge at 315 
this point and along the spans either side of this pier. This variation in the excitation manifests 316 
itself as a change in the forced vehicle response due to the vehicle-bridge interaction. Once the 317 
vehicle passes the 80m point, the difference between the unscoured and scoured structural 318 
responses are less noticeable, so the differences in wavelet coefficients of the vehicle response 319 
at these locations are minimised. Fig. 7 shows the difference in apparent profile between the 320 
healthy and scoured cases for the same vehicle run of Figs. 5 and 6. At around the scoured 321 
location of 60 m, the apparent profile shows the greatest change, which also extends into the 322 
spans either side of the scoured pier (between 40m and 80m) as a result of the changed support 323 
condition due to scour.  324 
It is worth noting that the Mexican Hat wavelet also allowed scour to be detected when applied 325 
to the accelerations in Fig. 6. Subtracting the coefficients is not an issue in this case as the 326 
acceleration signals are in phase. This is because the vehicles that cross the bridge have the 327 
same speeds and properties.    328 
 329 
Fig. 7: Difference between healthy and scoured apparent profiles (note: upwards direction taken as positive) 330 
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4. Scour Detection using Batches of Runs 331 
The analysis conducted so far has used identical vehicle properties for the healthy and scoured 332 
cases. In reality, variations in speed (due to driver behaviour) and carriage mass (fuel, number 333 
of passengers etc.) exist between each run. In this section the method is applied to batches of 334 
runs, and the effect of vehicle parameter variation (speed and mass) is investigated. Noise is 335 
also added to the acceleration signals, and different damage (scour) severities are investigated.  336 
4.1 Properties of fleet 337 
To examine the effects of vehicle mass and speed variations, a population of representative 338 
vehicles is created. Normal distributions of carriage mass and velocity are assumed, with mean 339 
values of mc=18.4 tonnes and speed=80 km/h, and standard deviations of ±10% in each case. 340 
Fig. 8 shows histograms for the population of carriage body mass and speed used. For each 341 
run, these properties are selected with probability in proportion to the frequencies shown. 342 
Values of bogie mass, and suspension parameters are maintained constant at the values given 343 
in Table 1. The postulated scour detection approach is envisaged to work using acceleration 344 
data from the same instrumented train (on a given line), so the only aspects that are expected 345 
to vary between runs are vehicle speed (due to driver variation) and carriage mass (due to 346 
passenger load etc.). Batches of 200 vehicle runs are generated for each analysis.  347 
 348 
Fig. 8: Histogram of quarter-car fleet properties – (a) carriage mass, (b) speed 349 
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4.2 Scour indicator 350 
Three scour scenarios are investigated, namely reductions in foundation stiffness from the 351 
healthy case of 30%, 20% and 10% for the pier at the 60 m point of the bridge. For each 352 
scenario, a batch of 200 vehicles is simulated crossing the bridge. Noise levels of 5% are added 353 
to each acceleration signal according to Eq. (7).  354 
For each run, the CWT, using the Complex Morlet wavelet, is applied to the acceleration signal, 355 
and the moduli of the coefficients are calculated. The moduli are then interpolated to the vehicle 356 
position on the bridge using a vector P. The average of the moduli with respect to position on 357 
the bridge is then calculated for the 200 runs. The scour indicator is calculated by subtracting 358 
the average moduli for the batch under investigation from the average moduli for the baseline 359 
(healthy bridge) batch. A frequency range is selected on which to base a scour indicator. In this 360 
case, information from all frequencies in the range from 0.5 Hz to 15 Hz is used. This facilitates 361 
automation of the scour detection process and avoids the need for an expert user. It also allows 362 
for a universal approach for bridges with different dynamic properties if the same train is used 363 
to detect scour on a number of bridges on the line. In mathematical form, the average of the 364 
moduli of the coefficients for a batch of vehicles yields a matrix, M, with entries corresponding 365 
to frequency (i.e. scale) and bridge location, which can be defined as: 366 
    
1
1 V
i
i
M R
V 
    (9) 367 
where R is a matrix of coefficient moduli for each run, interpolated to position on bridge, and 368 
V is the number of runs in a batch. The scour indicator is defined as the absolute difference 369 
between healthy and scoured matrices:  370 
    ( )healthy scourC abs M M      (10)371 
  372 
The matrix C is summed over all Ns scales in the specified frequency range (0.1 Hz to 15 Hz) 373 
in increments of 0.1 Hz (giving Ns=146). This sum at each location is: 374 
  
1
sN
j ij
i
S C

      (11) 375 
for j ϵ {1:L} where, L is the length of the bridge position vector P. 376 
 377 
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4.3 Analysis and results using preliminary model 378 
 379 
Fig. 9: Matrix C for scour of 30% at 60 m point on bridge 380 
Fig. 9 shows the Matrix C (Eq. 10) for an example with a 30% reduction in foundation stiffness 381 
at the 60 m point on the bridge. It is clear that the largest differences occur at a few different 382 
frequencies (shown by the light colours in the plot), and these differences can be combined to 383 
form one scour indicator. For each point on the bridge, the sum of the values over every scale 384 
can then be taken from the vector S, defined in Eq. (11). Fig. 10 plots this vector S against 385 
location for different severities of scour at the 60 m point and the 120 m point. The differences 386 
between two healthy batches is also plotted to show the natural variability in a healthy bridge. 387 
It is seen that the maximum value of the vector S occurs at approximately the location where 388 
scour occurs, and therefore is a reasonable indicator of scour. This maximum value also 389 
increases with an increase in damage severity.  390 
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 391 
Fig. 10: Vector S plotted against bridge position – (a) scour at 60 m, (b) scour at 120 m 392 
5. Analysis using advanced train-track-bridge model and blind 393 
simulation tests 394 
In this section, the scour detection method is tested using blind simulation tests, whereby 395 
signals are generated using a numerical model by an external party. The external party only 396 
provides the vehicle accelerations to the user and the approach is implemented to ascertain if 397 
scour can be detected, when the user does not know if/where scour is implemented on a bridge. 398 
This is analogous to a real situation, whereby a bridge manager would obtain signals without 399 
any knowledge of whether scour exists or not. Additionally, the external party utilises a more 400 
advanced numerical model to generate the response signals.   401 
5.1 Model description 402 
In this blind test, the external party was the Norwegian University of Science and Technology 403 
(NTNU). They used a two-dimensional model of a train carriage to calculate accelerations from 404 
the bogie bounce DOF of the leading bogie for the University College Dublin (UCD) team. A 405 
railway track was also included on the bridge.  406 
 407 
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 408 
Fig. 11: Advanced vehicle model A 409 
Fig. 11 shows a schematic of the 2D vehicle model used by NTNU. A brief description of the 410 
model is provided herein with a more detailed explanation available in [39]. There are 10 DOFs 411 
in the model; four wheelsets (each of which have one vertical DOF), two bogies (each of which 412 
has one vertical and one rotational DOF), and a carriage (that has one vertical and one rotational 413 
DOF). The bogies are modelled as rigid bars of mass mb and moment of inertia Jb while the 414 
carriage body is also modelled as a rigid bar having a mass and a moment of inertia denoted as 415 
mv and Jv respectively. The wheelsets are connected to the bogie through a primary suspension 416 
system comprising springs with stiffness, kp, and dampers, cp, which are connected in parallel. 417 
A spring and damper, ks and cs, representing the secondary suspension also connects each bogie 418 
to the carriage. Small rotations in the model are assumed, which allows for a linearised system 419 
of equations of motion to be adopted [50]. The vehicle model described here has been used in 420 
other studies [51-53]. The model properties are taken from Iwnick [54] and are listed in Table 421 
3.  422 
 423 
Table 3: Vehicle properties [54] 424 
Property  Symbol Unit Value 
Carriage body mass mv kg 32 × 10
3 
Carriage body moment of inertia Jv kg m
2 1.97 × 106 
Bogie mass mb kg 2,615 
Bogie moment of inertia Jb kg m
2 1,476 
Wheelset mass mw1 , mw2 , mw3 , mw4 kg 1,813 
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Primary suspension stiffness kp N/m 2.40 × 10
6 
Secondary suspension stiffness ks N/m 0.86 × 10
6 
Primary suspension damping cp kN s/m 7 
Secondary suspension damping cs kN s/m 16 
Distance between axles Lb1 , Lb2 m 2.56 
Horizontal distance between 
centre of mass of main body and 
bogie Lv1 , Lv2 m 9.50 
 425 
 426 
Fig. 12: Track model 427 
The NTNU bridge model includes a track, which lies on top of the bridge (Fig. 12). The track 428 
is modelled as a beam supported on a two-layer sprung mass system representing a pad, sleeper 429 
and second pad. A surface profile is also included on the track as undertaken previously. 430 
Similar track models can be found in the literature [50, 55-57]. The track supports are a distance 431 
Ls apart, which represents the sleeper spacing. The track is made of beam elements that have 432 
two DOFs at each node. Values of track parameters used in this study are taken from [56]. The 433 
complete list of parameters from the model depicted in Fig 12 are shown in Table 4.  434 
Table 4: Track properties [56] 435 
Property  Symbol Unit Value 
Rail Young’s modulus Er N/m2 2.059 × 1011 
Rail cross-sectional area Ar m
2 15.400 × 10-3 
Rail second moment of area Ir m
4 6.434 × 10-5 
Rail mass per unit length μr kg/m 121.280 
Pad (above sleeper) stiffness kpad1 N/m 6.500 × 10
7 
Pad (above sleeper) damping cpad1 N s/m 7.500 × 10
4 
Mass of sleeper ms kg 251 
Sleeper spacing Ls m 0.600 
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Subgrade stiffness ksg N/m 77.500 × 10
6 
Subgrade damping csg N s/m 3.115 × 10
4 
Pad (below sleeper) stiffness kpad2 N/m 120 × 10
6 
Pad (below sleeper) damping cpad2 N s/m 60 × 10
4 
 436 
Finally, the train, track and bridge models are coupled in a similar manner to that described in 437 
Section 2. The bridge contains the same properties as described in Section 2, except that, in the 438 
present application, only six spans are modelled to reduce computational time. 439 
5.2 Blind test 440 
5.2.1 Test Description 441 
In this section a blind test is carried out whereby signals from a scoured bridge crossing are 442 
analysed by a user (UCD) who does not know the scour condition a-priori. The signals are 443 
generated by an external party (NTNU) using the advanced model described in Section 5.1. 444 
Specifically, the NTNU train-track-bridge model is used to generate simulated bogie bounce 445 
acceleration measurements from the leading bogie (i.e. DOF ub1). The carriage body mass (mv), 446 
body moment of inertia (Jv) and vehicle speed are randomly selected from a truncated normally 447 
distributed population with set mean and standard deviation values. Table 5 presents the 448 
population details of these three parameters. The other vehicle parameters remain constant at 449 
the values listed in Table 3. 450 
Table 5: Vehicle population details 451 
Property  Symbol Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum Unit 
Body 
mass mv 32 × 10
3 3.200 × 103 16 × 103 48 × 103 kg 
Body 
moment of 
inertia Jv 1.970 × 10
6 0.591 × 106 0.985 × 106 2.955 × 106 kg m2 
Speed v 105 3.900 50 120 km/h 
 452 
For each run, NTNU randomly picks the three vehicle properties from the population described 453 
in Table 5. Each run is described herein as an event (i.e. Event 1, Event 2 etc.). 5% noise is 454 
also added using the method described in Eq. (7). In total, 1755 events were sent to UCD and 455 
labelled in consecutive order. At some point in time (unknown to UCD), scour is introduced 456 
through a reduction in spring stiffness kf at an unknown location on the bridge. Therefore, every 457 
event occurring before this event comprises a healthy bridge and every event after this has one 458 
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scoured pier. At the time of analysing the accelerations, the severity and event number when 459 
the scour happens, is unknown. In addition, there is an unknown approach and exit length over 460 
which the vehicle travels before and after the bridge. Therefore, the bridge start and end points 461 
must be estimated (in keeping with a real situation). It is known that the first 200 events of the 462 
test are for a healthy bridge case. These runs are therefore available to establish a baseline 463 
healthy bridge response.   464 
5.2.2 Scour Detection Procedure 465 
 466 
Fig. 13: Estimation of bridge start and end using average coefficient moduli of 200 runs 467 
The first step in the analysis is to calculate the average matrix for the first 200 healthy events, 468 
taken as the baseline, i.e. the matrix M, described in Eq. (9). Fig. 13 plots this matrix and it is 469 
clear that there are frequencies that have an amplitude in a certain region, which are due to the 470 
bridge. For example, frequencies at approximately 4.1 Hz and 1.5 Hz relate to the bridge and, 471 
from this plot, the bridge start and end can be estimated to be at 122.9 m and 242.9 m 472 
respectively. This is reasonable as we know the bridge to be 120 m in length. The 4.1 Hz peaks 473 
may be attributed to a frequency of the bridge system. In the bridge model, described in Section 474 
2, the first eight frequencies of the system ranged between 3.69 Hz and 4.33 Hz and the 4.1 Hz 475 
value observed in Fig. 13 falls within this range. However, this information does not actually 476 
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need to be known beforehand, and Fig. 13 clearly shows this without any need for prior 477 
information. Another dominant frequency when the vehicles are on the bridge is at 1.5 Hz. This 478 
is related to the speed of the vehicle and the span length. The mean speed of the population is 479 
105 km/h (29.167 m/s). For a span length of 20 m, the span crossing frequency is 1.46 Hz (i.e. 480 
29.167/20). Again, this frequency is evident in the figure and does not need to be calculated. 481 
Once the bridge ends are identified, the next step is to create batches of vehicles to input to the 482 
scour identification process. Batches of 20, 50, 100 and 200 vehicle crossings are each tested 483 
in order to ascertain how the method works with different numbers of vehicles per batch. The 484 
batches overlap akin to a moving average. For example, if 200 is the number of vehicles in the 485 
batch, the first batch consists of events 1 to 200, the second 2 to 201 and so on. It is shown in 486 
the previous section that the maximum value and location of the vector S (defined in Eq. (11)) 487 
is a strong metric for detecting the presence of scour. This maximum value is defined here as 488 
the Scour Indicator (abbreviated S.I.).   489 
5.2.3 Results 490 
  491 
Fig. 14: S.I. vs event number – (a) batches of 200 vehicles, (b) batches of 100 vehicles, (c) batches of 50 492 
vehicles, (d) batches of 20 vehicles 493 
Fig. 14 shows the value of S.I. for batches containing different numbers of vehicles. Here, each 494 
batch is labelled with the event number of the last vehicle in the batch. For example, the 944 495 
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point marked in Fig. 14(a) is the batch of vehicles containing events 745 to 944, and the 927 496 
point marked in Fig. 14(d) is the batch containing events 908 to 927. The actual event number 497 
and severity of scour is in fact Event 906 with a scour severity of 30% implemented at the 40 498 
m point on the bridge. Fig. 14 shows that the method is quite effective at detecting the scour 499 
anomaly. It is seen in Fig. 14(a) that at around Event 944, S.I. begins to increase. The actual 500 
scour is at event 906 but the batch 745 to 944 comprises vehicle runs from both the bridge in a 501 
healthy and scoured state. As a result, subsequent batches contain a higher ratio of scoured to 502 
healthy runs meaning that the S.I. continues to rise after this point. At Event 1110, the S.I. starts 503 
to level off. At this point the events in the batch are from 910 to 1100, so all events are scoured 504 
events. However, the scour can be detected long before the S.I. reaches a peak. The first clear 505 
sign of scour is when the S.I starts to increase irregularly, which is approximately at Event 944 506 
here.  507 
Fig. 14 shows that lower numbers of batches can also be used. For the lowest number of 508 
vehicles in a batch - Fig. 14(d) (20 vehicle crossings), it can be seen that S.I. has much more 509 
variability but it is still possible to detect scour, as the jump discontinuity is still evident. 510 
However, using a lower number per batch increases the amount of false-positive indications of 511 
scour, which is a trade-off in an effort to detect scour earlier. 512 
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 513 
Fig. 15: Scour Indicator maximum location point – (a) batches of 200 vehicles, (b) batches of 100 vehicles, (c) 514 
batches of 50 vehicles, (d) batches of 20 vehicles 515 
Fig. 15 demonstrates that the S.I. can also indicate the location on the bridge at which the 516 
maximum S.I is obtained, i.e. the location of the scoured pier. Fig. 15 shows the position on 517 
the bridge corresponding to the maximum value of the scour indicator. Before the scour 518 
location (i.e. Event 944), the location of the maximum S.I. fluctuates significantly. However, 519 
after this event, the location is somewhat constant at around the 40 m position on the bridge. 520 
This is in fact the location of the scoured pier. Similar results can be derived from the remaining 521 
plots with lower numbers per batch. The location feature of the S.I. could very well be used on 522 
its own, as it is seen in Fig. 15 that the location of scour is being isolated quite well.  523 
5.3 Effect of varying scour location and severity 524 
This section tests how the S.I. behaves for different locations and severity of scour. It is worth 525 
noting that this part of the analysis was not blind like the previous section. Here, the location 526 
and severity of scour was provided. There are five piers supported by deformable springs in 527 
this study (at 20 m, 40 m, 60 m, 80 m and 100 m point) and scour severities (stiffness reduction) 528 
of 7.5%, 15%, 22.5% and 30% for each location. This makes a total of 20 scour scenarios 529 
investigated. For each case, a batch of 200 runs (all over the scoured bridge) is compared with 530 
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a batch of 200 healthy runs. Fig. 16 and Table 6 show the S.I. value and pier location predictions 531 
for each scour scenario.  532 
  533 
Fig. 16: Scour Indicator value for different scour severities at each pier location (where Pier 1 is at 20 m) 534 
 535 
Table 6: Maximum Scour Indicator locations with false estimations highlighted 536 
  Actual Scour Locations 
  20 m 40 m 60 m 80 m 100 m 
S
co
u
r 
S
ev
er
it
ie
s 7.5% 106.1 m 109.9 m 62.4 m 106.7 m 102.6 m 
15.0% 22.8 m 45.5 m 64.8 m 81.8 m 99.8 m 
22.5% 21.4 m 40.5 m 63.0 m 81.0 m 104.8 m 
30.0% 22.0 m 40.2 m 62.6 m 82.0 m 104.4 m 
 537 
Fig. 16 shows how the value of the S.I. changes with different locations and severities of scour. 538 
The same scour severities are investigated for each scour location. Also shown is the S.I. value 539 
obtained for three healthy cases. It is seen from the figure that the S.I. generally increases with 540 
scour severity which corroborates the findings of the simpler model. However, the indicator 541 
does not always provide consistent results. For example, Pier 2 has a greater S.I. value for the 542 
7.5% scour case than the 15% scour case, and one of the healthy cases in Pier 3 has a higher 543 
S.I. value than for the 7.5% scour case. As well as this, each of the three healthy cases have 544 
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slightly different S.I. values. These discrepancies are unrelated to scour and are as a result of 545 
the natural variability in the vehicle batches. Also of note is that the value of the S.I. is generally 546 
larger for the scour locations closer to the centre pier (at the 60 m point mark). This is expected 547 
from examining the healthy mode shape depicted in Fig. 3, which shows that the bridge 548 
experiences higher modal amplitudes closer to the centre of the bridge. As this S.I. uses the 549 
difference between healthy and scoured cases, it means that the value of S.I. will be slightly 550 
higher for scour locations closer to the centre of the bridge. However, broadly speaking the 551 
value of S.I. at a scoured location will be higher than the equivalent healthy case. Finally, Table 552 
6 shows the location of the maximum S.I. value and the actual location of scour. It is seen that 553 
for scour severities of 7.5 %, the indicated location is false for three cases. Clearly, for this 554 
scour level, the maximum value is too close to that of a healthy bridge case and the location 555 
corresponds to an arbitrary point on the bridge unrelated to scour. For these reasons, it may be 556 
deduced that the method may not perform very well for low scour levels. Nevertheless, aside 557 
from the three incorrect scour estimations shown, all other scenarios have predicted the correct 558 
locations with errors ranging from between 0.2 m and 5.5 m, which is sufficiently close to the 559 
affected piers.  560 
5.4 Practical considerations for real applications 561 
The approach demonstrated numerically in this paper may be useful to detect and monitor the 562 
presence of scour erosion in railway bridges. The method is predicated on the concept that 563 
scour induces a loss in foundation stiffness, resulting from geometrical and soil strain-related 564 
considerations. The approach is unsuited to quantifying the magnitude of scour affecting a 565 
given foundation directly, as the relationship between scour depth and resulting stiffness loss 566 
relies on several interrelated parameters. Instead, it is envisaged that the scour-related stiffness 567 
loss may be monitored by analysis of the signals measured by numerous train passages, and 568 
this information may be used to trigger visual inspections and associated remediation works by 569 
infrastructure managers.  570 
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In terms of the S.I. threshold that could be used at a decision-making level to prioritise an 571 
inspection, there are several methodologies available to support decision making. One such 572 
approach relies on correlating a S.I. value to a measured scour condition, obtained from diving 573 
records (or installed scour-depth measuring instrumentation) at discrete times. Based on 574 
existing scour rating approaches adopted by railway authorities, a limiting S.I. value can be 575 
specified based on the value measured for a critical scour magnitude affecting the structure. 576 
While simple, this approach is disadvantageous as it relies on additional scour depth 577 
information being measured and will be prone to errors due to the nonlinear relationship 578 
between the scour condition and resulting stiffness reduction, and subsequent S.I. readings (as 579 
mentioned previously).  580 
A more viable approach is to use statistical techniques to monitor the natural repeatability in 581 
measurements in the healthy (unscoured) condition, which will vary from site to site and also 582 
due to driver behaviour. When subsequent changes to the healthy (benchmark) condition are 583 
identified, sample statistics will plot outside of the normal operating control limits. A trigger 584 
could be based on deviations in these measurements exceeding the mean plus a portion of the 585 
standard deviation. One such approach used previously for damage detection is control charts 586 
[58]. This type of approach would not require additional scour depth information, and is ideal 587 
for automatic monitoring. Therefore, this may be a useful approach for scour monitoring using 588 
the S.I. value postulated in this paper.   589 
6. Conclusions 590 
This paper has numerically investigated the feasibility of detecting bridge scour using 591 
accelerations measured on the bogie of a passing train carriage. A scour indicator, defined as 592 
the difference in average CWT coefficients between healthy and scoured batches of train 593 
crossings is shown to be quite effective at not only detecting the presence of scour but in also 594 
locating it. The approach described here is novel in the context of scour detection and is 595 
advantageous in that it has been shown to work under normal train operational speeds. This 596 
indicates that a bridge can be monitored for scour under usual service conditions and does not 597 
require specialist monitoring vehicles. Although no field tests have been carried out, the scour 598 
indicator has performed quite well in both numerical models that were tested, which included 599 
added measurement errors and train-bridge interaction effects. The results will be of interest to 600 
the ongoing development of the vibration-based scour monitoring field.  601 
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